Intermediate Matching – Home Appliances

**Directions:** Draw a line from words to their definitions.

A) phone  
1) you wash clothes in it

B) freezer  
2) you bake food in it

C) stove  
3) you clean the floor with it

D) dishwasher  
4) you call and talk to people over long distances with it

E) iron  
5) you press clothes flat and remove wrinkles with it

F) refrigerator  
6) you keep food frozen with it

G) dryer  
7) you toast food (example: bread) with it

H) toaster  
8) you heat pots and pans on it

I) washer  
9) you keep food cold with it

J) vacuum cleaner  
10) you dry clothes with it

K) microwave  
11) you heat food with it using energy waves

L) oven  
12) you wash your dishes in it

M) television  
13) you watch shows on it